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league table

a list in which people, teams, or organisations are shown in order of their success or quality [esp. B.E.]

score [vt]

to win or get a point, goal, etc. in a competition, sport, game, or exam

survey [n]

a set of questions that you ask a large number of people in order to find out about their opinions or behaviour

launch [vt]

to start something, usually something big or important

to make a new product, book etc available for sale for the first time

pose something to/for [vt]

to exist in a way that may cause a problem, danger, difficulty etc

indigenous [adj]

naturally existing in a place or country rather than arriving or being brought from somewhere else

livelihood [n]

the way someone earns the money people need to pay for food, a place to live, clothing, etc.

content [n, singular]

the amount of a substance that is contained in something, especially food or drink

ingredient [n]

one of the foods that you use to make a particular food or dish

source [vt]

to get something from a particular place

deem [vi] =consider

to think of something in a particular way or as having a particular quality

credentials [n, plural]

someone's education, achievements, experience etc that prove they have the ability to do something

figure [n]

a number representing an amount, especially an official number

submit [vt]

to give a plan, piece of writing etc to someone in authority for them to consider or approve

documentation [n]

official documents, reports etc that are used to prove that something is true or correct

stablemate [n]

something produced by the same company, or someone who works for the same company

range [n]

a set of similar products made by a particular company or available in a particular shop

a number of people or things that are all different, but are all of the same general type

follow up with [phr.v]

to do something to finish a previous action or make it more successful

questionnaire [n]

a set of written questions used to collect information from a number of people

spread [n]

a soft substance made from vegetable oil that is used like butter

critical [adj]

extremely serious or dangerous

extremely important to the progress or success of something


